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Welcome to FORM Forum
The European Automotive Research Partners Association, EARPA, has great
pleasure in welcoming you to the FORM Forum, our bi-annual conference. The
theme of this year’s FORM Forum will be ‘Research with Impact’.
EARPA is the association of automotive R&D organisations. It brings together
the most prominent independent R&D providers in the automotive sector
throughout Europe, ranging from large and small commercial organisations to
national institutes and universities.
During FORM Forum Invited speakers and Young Researchers are given a
platform and share a productive and rewarding exchange of insights,
experiences, achievements and perspectives on current and future
developments in the European road mobility and automotive arena.
An important feature of FORM Forum 2018 is our exhibition in which we show
the full spectrum of our member organisation activities.
On behalf of the EARPA board and the FORM Forum Organizing Committee we
wish you an interesting Conference!

Simon Edwards
EARPA Chairman
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Program – Morning ‘Research with Impact’
09.00 – 09.10

Welcome and introduction to the FORM Forum by Simon
Edwards (Chairman EARPA)

09.10 – 09.35

How connected cars will help to make road traffic safer and
more efficient. Keynote by Dr. Pim van der Jagt, Managing
Director of the Ford Research Center Aachen

09.35 – 09.55

Paradigm shifts towards multimodal user oriented transport
services and platforms, by Ming Chen, Senior Consultant at
TNO Strategy and Policy

09.55 – 10.15
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Digitalization & Simulation of Manufacturing Load Cases at
TecFactory of Mercedes-Benz Cars Operations (Daimler)
& Marcos Ierides, Innovation consultant at Bax & Company

10.15 – 10.55
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- Clara de la Torre, Director Transport at the European
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- Rafael Cuesta, Head of Development and Innovation at
Transport for Greater Manchester
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measurement by Jan Skacel
Innovative Motion Cueing enabling a Realistic Simulator Experience of Future
Vehicle Behavior by Marco Grottoli
The scalable Multibody model VIRTHUMAN for future safety applications by
Stanislav Spirk
Virtual sensing of wheel center loads for durability applications by Enrico Risaliti
DBDYNO - Development and Implementation of a Brake Dynamometer Control
System for reproducing on Road Brake Durability Routes by Kenneth Mendoza
Advanced Vehicle Dynamics Control System with variables estimation for the
enhancement of vehicle dynamics and efficiency in electric vehicles with multimotor powertrain by Alberto Parra Delgado
Dog Clutch with Blocking Mechanism by Michal Jasný



Grow grains in light metals by Stephan Jäger
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The SUREAL-23 project: Understanding and Measuring Sub-23
nm Particle Emissions from Direct Injection Engines by
Dimitrios Zarvalis, Chemical Engineer at Aristotle University of
Thessaloniki

15.10 – 15.30

Crowdsensing for large scale real-driving emissions monitoring:
from citizen to regulators by Laurent Thibault, Research Project
leader at IFP Energies Nouvelles

15.30 – 15.50

Attacks to the new connected Vehicle: Radiofrequency and
vehicle Internal Network by Víctor Jiménez, Universitat
Politècnica of Cataloni / EURECAT

15.50 – 16.00

Wrap up and closing
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SendSteps; Join today’s dialogue!
Please login with your phone, tablet or laptop:
1. Go to www.stendsteps.me
2. Login with FORMForum

You are all set!
When the presenter asks a question, it will be shown on your phone, tablet or
laptop.

Responses are anonymous
Messages via the internet are free, provided you have a
mobile internet subscription

Network Connection
WIFI Code : EARPA2018
Password : welcomeearpa
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Paradigm shifts by multimodal user oriented transport services
and platforms
Ming Chen, Hans Quak, Isabel Wilmink, Jaco van Meijeren; TNO, The Hague, The
Netherlands

Introduction and objective of the paper
This paper describes an exploration of future multimodal user oriented
transport services and platforms built around innovative business models. The
assessment of the (possible) upcoming developments highlights the main
implications for different stakeholder and society/EU as a whole. Before
specifics for the transport sector are discussed, a general assessment is done of
the upcoming innovative business models as part of the digital transformation.

Digital transformation and innovative business models
New business models and business strategies which have shaped in the past
years are being applied in a growing number of working areas. These business
approaches take optimal benefit from the new technological possibilities and
the acceleration of innovation. The new technologies are applied in an
innovative way replacing existing structures and removing traditional barriers
and cost elements by automation (digital transformation). Known examples of
services using new business strategies are for instance Airbnb and Uber. Tim
O’Reilly (2017) has generalised these ‘Business model of the new economy’ and
differentiates the following key components:






Information instead of material (for instance a smaller stock)
Deliver a magical user experience (user needs plus something
“unimaginable”)
On-demand service provision (when the user needs it)
Design around network platforms (ICT platform with defined rules)
Coordination is done by algorithms (no human intervention needed)
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Employees are supported by technology (technology instead of
training/education)
On-demand asset and labour management (no unused capacity possible)

Some practical implications of this approach are the following:











Due to the significant cost reduction and service improvement that can be
achieved simultaneously these services will disrupt traditional markets.
Since use is made of a platform and decisions are made by algorithms, the
rules for all involved are very clear but rigid. The platforms on which these
services are offered, set the rules to be followed by the suppliers and users
of services. Also quality monitoring of services delivered and fair pricing
mechanisms based on real-time demand and supply information can be
embedded.
For the operational activities where labour is still needed no
training/education is needed so workers are easily replaceable; no fixed
contracts are needed.
Ownership of assets is where possible avoided and is organised such that
the risks for unused capacity is minimised and the organisation is resilient
for fluctuations in demand.
Availability of real time and integrated information is a key requirement for
the business model. This is easier to establish when the whole process in in
hands of one organisation rather than when cooperation of different
entities is required.
The likelihood of matching demand and supply is larger and therefor the
service level higher, when more people make use of the same service; this
creates a tendency towards a few large players dominating the market.
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Exploration of new business models in the transport sector
In the following a high level exploration is described, using the characteristics
of the upcoming new business models which are applied to the transport
services for different future automation levels. The exploration is qualitative
and deductive and only highlights the main tendencies resulting from this digital
transformation. First passenger mobility is described followed logistics.
Passenger Mobility
In the following tables the cost components and risks are listed for different
options for dedicated public transport (PT) and for collective PT. In the
comparison of options for individual PT the business model of Uber reduces the
risks to the minimum by on demand management of labour and assets; drivers
and vehicles are only paid for actual use. At the moment level 5 automation is
introduced this business model will not be valid anymore, since in the first place
no driver is needed and secondly private car possession could become less
popular. Especially for peak hours on demand management of vehicles could
get problematic which will make that the provider of the services will need to
have their own vehicle stock, introducing risk for unused assets in off-peak
periods. Using these (hybrid) vehicles also for other services such as for instance
city logistics is mentioned as option. For the user within the segment of
individual mobility, the reduction of costs is the main advantage. Since no driver
is needed the privacy can be similar to a private car although the car cannot be
personalised according to individual preferences.
Comparison of (current and future) dedicated mobility services; management of cost component and financial risks
administration/
service
characteristics dependency/risks management Client services payments
ownership assets
hired car +
unused assets,
contracted
contracted
taxi (current)
driver
unused personnel traditional
personnel
personnel
company
hired car +
driver service
Uber (current)
driver
quality
small
automated
automated
mostly driver
driving quality
Green Wheels
hired car + self driver, unused
(current)
driving
assets
small
automated
automated
company
mixed;
On demand CAD
depending on car
(level 5) service
ownership
(future)
Hired CAD
unused assets
small
automated
automated
assumptions
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For collective PT (on-demand as well as fixed services) the ownership of the
vehicles will remain with the provider of the services and therefor in case of
level 5 automation the main cost reduction concerns the labour costs of the
driver and automation of the administrative and service activities. Occupancy
of on-demand services can be improved by pricing mechanisms (width timewindow, pre-ordering) and predictions using travellers historical behaviour. The
low occupancy in off-peak periods remains a challenge to solve; alternatives for
the use of available capacity will be looked for such as logistical distribution
activities.
Comparison of (current and future) PT services; management of cost component and financial risks
administration/
service
characteristics dependency/risks management Client services payments
PT: bus, tram,
low occupancy
metro, train
fixed services + rate (costs assets +
contracted
contracted
(current)
driver
driver)
traditional
personel
personel
on demand PT : flexible
low occupancy
rate (costs assets +
(small) bus
services +
(current)
driver
driver)
small
automated
automated
on demand PT :
(level 5)
automated bus
(different sizes) flexible
low occupancy
(future)
services
rate (costs assets) small
automated
automated
tram, metro, train
(level 5)
automated
low occupancy
(future)
fixed services rate (costs assets) small
automated
automated

ownership assets

company
Company; could
evolve to Uber
constuction

Company

Company

Impact of the changing service levels will not be the same everywhere. In the
following table a differentiation is made of the relevance of some key drivers
for success for urban, inter-urban and rural services.
Drivers for PT options choice in the transition towards level 5 automation (future); 5=high relevance, 1=low relevance
urban
low density will lose from new business models (not competitive)
low frequency schedules will lose share to on demand (even at some higer costs)
door to door is prefered over connecting rides (even at some higher costs)
limited supply of on demand (increased waiting time and higher costs)
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3
5
1

inter-urban rural
4
4
4
3

5
5
3
5
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From this we can derive the market potential of the PT options in these submarkets, which is summarised in the following table. Especially for rural areas
dependency on the new PT concepts will be high since they are expected to
replace the traditional low frequency/density services in these areas. This can
lead to a better availability of PT than before, however when prices are
determined real-time based on demand/supply there is a risk that this goes
together with higher prices, which leads to reduced inclusiveness for lowerincome groups with high PT dependence; this may lead to further urbanisation
of this group. At the same time CAD owners can increase their driving distances
and may move to rural areas (CPB 2017).
For urban and inter-urban mobility shared CAD and on demand PT may take
over part of the traditional PT especially where the densities are low and traffic
volumes small. Also here driving distances are likely to get longer and the share
of the motorised (or non-active modes) modes will increase. As such the
pressure on the road capacity will increase; especially for urban areas this may
lead to complications due to limited availability of space (TNO 2018).
Market potential of PT mobility options with level 5 automation (future);
5=high potential, 1=low potential
services
urban
inter-urban rural
On demand car
5
3
2
on demand bus (different sizes)
3
2
4
scheduled bus
1
3
tram
3
metro
3
train
4
1
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Logistics
For logistics/freight transportation the characteristics of possible new concepts
and development of major cost components are listed by automation level of
the trucks.
Comparison of truck services at different autopmation levels; organisational changes, management of cost component and financial risks
main
truck
changes/innovat
demand/supply administration/ ownership
automation
ions
characteristics
dependency/risks management matching
payments
assets
efficiency gains due
to coopration by
unused assets,
contracted
level 3
platooning
platooning
unused personel traditional
personel
company
Upcoming split
automated long
platooning, last distance services on
highways and last unused assets,
mile
company/
services/DCs/hu mile services with unused last mile
partially
partially
asset
level 4
bs at highways drivers
personel
traditional
automated
automated
provider

level 5

as above + city
distribution
services

last mile services
combined with city
distribution services unused assets

small

automated

automated

company/
asset
provider

operation
contracted
personel

contracted
personel for
first/last mile
activities
contracted
personel only
for service
aspects (incl.
handling)

For level 3 platooning can create some efficiency gains focussed on energy use
and emissions. A major change can be expected when level 4 automation is
available since labour costs can drop significantly for especially medium to long
distance services. Currently labour costs account for about 50% of the total
costs for road transportation (Panteia 2018). This will make it attractive to have
logistical nodes and business activities in general situated at roads where level
4 automated driving is allowed. Where this is not the case it can be an option
to bring the truck to the nearest entrance point for the automated driving
network and pick it up near its destination. This will be a competitive solution
especially in cases where the driver also delivers other services.
Hubs/DCs may evolve at the edge of cities from where the city distribution is
organised. Business activities in general (including shops) will favour locations
situated at the ‘level 4 automation network’ to obtain a competitive cost
advantage. Especially when completion of level 5 automation takes long, this
may lead to shifts of logistic & business locations and creation of required
facilitating physical infrastructure.
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Level 5 automation will make all locations equally attractive again. However,
the expected increase of road use for passenger mobility leads to capacity
issues, especially within cities. The (hub-oriented) network/facilities created in
the period of level 4 automation might therefor remain unchanged.
Within this transition new logistical business models/services will evolve, which
will offer the services for which data is available in the system. Automation of
the trucks and terminals will make the organisation lighter since less labour
management has to be done. Matching demand and supply can be done real
time by algorithms and administrative processes (contracting, payment) can be
automated as well. The more capacity is available in the system the more
attractive offerings of the platform/service will be for the users. A large system
could be established by combining the capacity of many different suppliers.
However currently most companies are hesitant to cooperate and share the
required data/information. In this situation the larger global players such as
Amazon and Alibaba, will be able to make a better offering and could push
smaller players from the market.
Services can arise concentrating purely on making the required assets (trucks,
terminals, etc) available. The large logistical service platforms can cooperate
with these asset providers which makes it possible to apply on-demand asset
management and as such reduce their financial risks in periods of low demand.
New specialised companies could arise for level 4 automated freight
transportation for which mainly capital is needed and no labour force.
Traditional trucking companies could be held back in a fast shift to automated
trucks by the obligations towards their contracted drivers but are better
positioned to deliver the services where drivers are still needed (first and last
mile, value added). Combined passenger mobility/city logistics vehicles/services
could evolve in case of level 5 automation as concluded in the passenger
mobility assessment.
The significant cost reductions by level 4/5 automation could have big
implications for the modal split.
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Although the rail sector is also working on automation and improvement of
quality of service, the timing of market readiness of the innovations will decide
the direction of the modal split (Smart-Rail 2018). Given the complexity of the
rail system at this moment it seems likely that rail innovations will go slower
than for road. In the table here below an estimate is given for each of the
possible situations.
A cost reduction of road transport of 50% enables, in some cases, even a shift
of bulk flows from rail to road. This could lead to increased road congestion
where one of the intended targets of road automation is to reduce congestion.
Development of the rail sector can be accelerated when use is made of
technological developments made in other sectors such as the automotive
sector (Smart-Rail 2018).
Balance between road and rail for different automation levels and rail service improvements
additional improvements
rail vs road
services
rail
truck (level 3)
truck (level 4/5)
trains
none
status quo
reduced risk for shippers and
price for long distance road transport significantly reduced
shared logistical
increase demand for combined
(20%-40%) and for rail slightly reduced. Small demand for
train (level 3) information system
services
combined services. More freight transport on highways.

train (level
4/5)

shared logistical
information system, self
organising rail system,
automated terminals

Change price difference road/rail much smaller than above.
Rail service information exchange, reliability and flexibility
closer to road service quality. Integrated information system
with rail terminals functioning like the future highway hubs.
Potentially some more demand for combined services.

Transport market and governance implications
Many implications can be derived from this exploration of which a selection is
listed below:


The platforms and their algorithms determine many important aspects
within the mobility and logistics sector. Especially in case of full automation
a simple change of settings could make a large difference in mode choice,
routes chosen, revenues of a specific asset provider, salaries earned by
workers and tax incomes of the government. These platforms and
algorithms therefor provide powerful steering mechanisms with
predictable/certain and collective outcomes.
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Transparency of the algorithms applied is essential to be able to ensure fair
market conditions and ethical decisions.
Being able to influence these algorithms is also very interesting and even
essential for policy makers; legislation can be designed to ensure the algorithms
make socially desirable choices/decisions.
The new business models/services tend to result in market domination by a few
large players. As is currently the case with e.g. Uber and Lyft, these players could
be global/non-EU service providers even though the service provided and
assets used are clearly local within the EU. Financial revenues might flow
outside the EU with no taxes paid to finance amongst others the required
infrastructure construction/maintenance and other societal costs caused by the
services. New legislation is required to maintain the balance and ensure
economical sustainability of the changing societal organisation which comes
along with the disruptive innovations.






Harmonisation of systems, standardization and interoperability initiatives
are complex and require involvement of many stakeholder groups. For
instance, communication between smart vehicles and infrastructure
require harmonization of infrastructure investments of national, regional
and local governments as well as the private sector. Timely anticipation and
early start of these processes and investments is essential.
For passenger mobility the major paradigm shifts due to use of new
business models and platforms are expected to occur at the moment level
5 automation comes to market, leading to changes in the PT system. With
level 3 and 4 automation also changes are expected in cost structures and
modal split, but the overall mobility organisation will remain similar to the
current one but with potentially some growth for the sharing options.
Inclusiveness of all income groups should be guarded since the (currently
unknown) pricing of the upcoming on-demand services could lead to
unwanted effects, especially in rural areas.
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For logistics at level 4 automation disruptions will take place due to large
cost savings that can be achieved by new business models and changed
logistical organisation; about 50% of the costs can be saved for driverless
stretches. Shippers will be driven by competition to make use of these cost
reductions as fast as possible, which will lead to a fast transition to the
automated services wherever this is possible.
Connectivity to the ‘level 4 network’ provides shippers/companies a
competitive advantage which could influence the location choice of
companies. The design of the ‘level 4 network’ should be done pro-actively
by policy makers and infrastructure managers taking these possible
implications into account.
The attractiveness of the new passenger mobility services tends to lead to
more vehicles on the road and less use of other modes. Also, the radical
cost reduction that can be achieved for road freight transport could lead to
a shift from rail to road if the innovation of rail does not keep pace.
Balancing the innovation speed of the different modes is therefore
essential, in order to rule out counterproductive impacts. For instance,
transfer of road innovations such as the vehicle communication technology
to the rail sector (including tram and metro) could accelerate the rail
automation process and also ensure harmonised vehicle communication
especially in cities (tram, metro).
Although the new services have the potential to establish a highly
interconnected transport system, they can only incorporate those
modes/options for which information can be made available to the system.
Since they can also deliver high quality services with only road options
included, they therefor could lead to divergence of market potential of the
modes as well. Active high-level governance of information sharing and
collective and multi-modal information platform development could ensure
a more balanced availability of transport services.
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Development of materials and process technologies for the
lightweight vehicles of tomorrow
Marcos Ierides, Bax & Company and Sama Mbang, Daimler AG

Abstract
Europe has done significant steps in the area of vehicle lightweighting over the
past two decades. Several pan-European initiatives have contributed to the
development of material and process technologies that enable reduction of
vehicle weight by up to 35%. Despite their high lightweighting potential, it has
been proven difficult to implement these technologies in medium to high
volume vehicles, mainly due to their high production and material costs.
The AffordabLe LIghtweight Automobiles AlliaNCE (ALLIANCE) has the ambition
to develop novel advanced materials (steel, aluminium, hybrid) and production
technologies, aiming at an average 25% weight reduction over 100k units/year,
at costs of <3 €/kg. Additionally, ALLIANCE will develop a mass-optimizer
software tool and a multi-parameter design optimisation methodology and
process, aiming at an accelerated pre-assessment of technologies over existing
designs in a holistic framework.
LLIANCE will work on 8 different demonstrators of real vehicle models, aiming
at market application by OEMs by 2025. A transferability and scalability
methodology will also be developed accelerate the replication of results across
vehicle components and models in other segments. The paper looks into the
process followed to develop the novel material and process technologies within
the requirements set by the OEMs, as well as the necessary tools that are used
to support, monitor and evaluate the developments. Additionally, the paper
presents the up-to-now results from the project, as well as key learning points
for the OEMs, the suppliers, and the knowledge partners.
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Introduction
Since it’s invention by Carl Benz in 1879, and the transformation it underwent
in the following years, the automobile has had a great influence on the way we
live. It has enabled more people to travel longer distances more easily, affecting
our decisions about where we live and work. The success of the automobile has
been apparent in the growth of cars in circulation. In Europe, total number of
vehicles peaked 324 million by the end of 2015, out of which 252 million were
passenger vehicles, a 4.5% increase from 2011 [1]. Together with the increase
of number of cars in circulation, the average weight of vehicles has also been
growing. Since 2001, average weight of new cars in the EU increased by 10%
[2], mainly driven by improved safety requirements. Apart from increased
safety though, higher vehicle weight also translates to higher energy
consumption, which means increased energy bill for the driver, but more
importantly increased greenhouse gas emissions. Transportation is the only
sector in Europe of which greenhouse gas emissions have increased since 1990,
while for all other sectors emissions have since decreased [3]. One way to
address this issue is to decrease vehicle weight, without compromising safety.
Over the last few years several lightweighting efforts have taken place,
suggesting a range of innovative solutions. Nevertheless, not all solutions have
been adopted, as the combination of high cost and high cycle times makes them
prohibitive for the high volume vehicle sector – the majority of cars on the
roads.
Acknowledging the importance of the issue, the European automotive R&D
community – with the lead of EUCAR, the European Council for Automotive
R&D – has joined forces forming the ALLIANCE collaborative project, bringing
together six leading OEMs (Daimler, FCA – represented by CRF, Toyota, Volvo,
Opel, Volkswagen), four suppliers (ThyssenKrupp, Benteler, Novelis, Batz) and
eight knowledge partners (Fraunhofer LBF, ika, Swerea, University of Florence,
KIT, Bax & Company, Ricardo, inspire).
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The project aims at a weight reduction of 21-33% for production volumes of
100,000 vehicles a year, which will enable fuel savings of 10%, and reduce GWP
(Global Warming Potential) by 6%. In order to ensure that the innovations will
find their way to the market sooner than later, project partners are aiming to
keep the cost of their lightweighting innovations at under €3/kg saved.

Methodology
In order to achieve the project objectives, partners are targeting a range of
innovations. Development and adaptation of innovative materials that enable
weight reduction in a cost-efficient way without compromising structural
integrity and vehicle safety; new manufacturing technologies – for the
respective and other materials – with lower energy consumption and increased
automation (hence decreased cycle times), as well as tools that will support the
development and implementation of these new technologies.
Additionally, aiming to involve organisations outside the consortium in the
process, the project has set up an inclusive framework to attract innovations
from partners outside the consortium. The innovations developed in the project
will then be combined in 8 existing demonstrators (6 physical and 2 virtual) and
tested to evaluate their performance. The innovations in the different domains
are described below.
Materials
In order to achieve the overall lightweighting, cost, and manufacturability
targets, the project focuses on three material families:
 High strength Quenching & Partitioning steel
Steel alloys exhibit good elasticity and strength, making them a good candidate
for parts that have safety as well as high volume production requirements.
Currently, steel accounts for some 65% of material usage in passenger cars
[4],as the recyclability of steel makes it a cheap and viable option.
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In ALLIANCE, partners target further development of a 3rd generation Q&P
(Quenching & Partitioning) AHSS (Advanced High Strength Steel) with
approximate tensile strengths of 750-1600 MPa and elongation A80 range of 945%. This will allow reaching lower thicknesses while maintaining structural
properties.
 High strength and highly formable 6000 and 7000 series aluminium alloys
Although aluminium has a high lightweighting potential, it is not used in high
volume, lower price car segments due to the high cost of material,
manufacturing and assembly, as well as the relatively lower strength compared
to steel alloys, limiting its usage in crash-critical parts. Developments in
ALLIANCE focus on increasing tensile strength of 6000 series up to 350-400 MPa
while improving crash behaviour; and improving strain resistance and sensitivity
to stress corrosion cracking for 7000 series. Additionally, activities aim to
achieve more predictable forming behaviour, and allow cold and hot forming
for the 6000 series, and hot forming for the 7000 series. To reduce assembly
costs, ALLIANCE is also working on a family of fusion technology alloys, where
the surface alloy is the welding wire for the core alloy. This would enable
welding of final packages without the usage of filler material and works well
with remote laser welding technology.
 Composite materials
Composites have a very high lightweighting potential, but so far, application has
been limited to high-end sports cars, with very limited parts in medium to high
volume vehicles (mainly semi- or non-structural). ALLIANCE focuses on GF
(Glass Fibre) reinforced plastics – Carbon Fibre has been excluded due to the
high cost – as well as steel sandwich materials. Innovations mainly target
manufacturing processes.
Next to the technological developments, testing and characterisation will be
carried out for all materials.
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Manufacturing Technologies
Aiming at reducing energy consumption, cycle times, and enabling the
manufacturing of complex tailored parts in an efficient way, the following
technologies will be developed within the project:
 Metal forming
Aluminium alloys already have a high extrudability index, enabling a diversity of
shapes, while reducing a number of machining and joining operations, and
maintaining modest tooling costs in comparison to other processes. The focus
of ALLIANCE is to develop an innovative forming technology (TEB – Tailored
Extruded Blanks) tailored for light alloys. This would enable the creation of
variable thickness within a specific component, allowing for higher
customisation and better management of the load bearing capacity, with a high
weight reduction possibility, as well as a shorter process chain with potentially
reduced costs. Furthermore, TEB counters specific disadvantages such as
warpage, weld spatters and a dramatically reduced strength in the weld seam.
 Thermoplastic composites manufacturing processes
Injection moulding is among the most advanced manufacturing technologies
for plastics. Nevertheless, it cannot offer continuous fibre reinforcement. The
focus of ALLIANCE is to combine existing technologies IMC (Injection Moulding
Compounder) and WIT (Water Injection Moulding) to allow for the
manufacturing of parts with local continuous fibres with hollow design. The
ability to produce parts with this combined approach will avoid secondary
operations allowing a cost-effective production cycle time.
 Joining technologies
As joining can greatly contribute to manufacturing cycle times and cost –
especially when considering innovative materials – ALLIANCE targets
developments in the following joining technologies:
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- Remote Laser Welding
Welding of aluminium is more demanding than that of steel. It has an inherent
lack of fusion, lack of penetration and porosity. Many aluminium alloys are
prone to solidification cracking and have an increased susceptibility to stress
corrosion cracking. ALLIANCE is characterizing Novelis FusionTM material and
demonstrating its performance for laser welding. The material does not make
use of filler wire, but instead incorporate the wire in the surface alloy on one
side (typically lower series) while the other side does not include wire. This
would allow reduction in the use of adhesive bonding (passenger cars typically
have a total of 160 meters of adhesive bonding) which significantly contributes
to total costs.
- Multi-material joining
With the ever-increasing diversity of materials used in vehicle manufacturing,
multi-material joining is becoming more important. Currently, most of such
technologies require the use of mechanical fasteners such as rivets and bolts
and involve drilling holes, adding an extra step to the process, generating higher
costs. Additionally, material thickness needs to be increased at the joint area to
increase the load bearing capacity, at the added risk of rust and corrosion. To
address these issues, ALLIANCE is targeting a combination of FEW (Friction
Element Welding), fast-curing adhesives and improved SPR (Self Piercing
Rivets).
Support Tools
Many of the decisions when it comes to materials, manufacturing processes,
and design optimisation are typically taken in the early design stage of a
vehicle’s components. To make such informed decisions, many parameters
need to be taken into account at the same time and trade-offs need to be made
between performance, cost, environmental impact and processability, at a
phase in the design process when detailed geometries and materials
specifications are not yet available.
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For that reason, appropriate and comprehensive methods and tools enabling
“design for lightweighting” need to be developed to be used by designers and
engineers working on these stages of vehicle and component development.
Within ALLIANCE, partners are developing a range of tools that can support
decision making at the early stages of part development.
 Lifecycle cost and environmental analysis
Lightweighting innovations that have been proposed in the past manage to
reduce energy bill and emissions during the use phase, but many of them
transfer the related costs and environmental impact to the manufacturing
and/or EoL (End-of-Life) phases by increased cost of raw materials and
manufacturing energy consumption – in the manufacturing phase – and
increased cost of dismantling or materials that have limited recyclability – in the
EoLphase. Aiming to address this issue, ALLIANCE will provide a wholistic (i.e.
including all lifecycle phases – production, use, end-of-life) cost and
environmental assessment of the 8 demonstrators developed within the
project, and extrapolate the results for full vehicles of various segments to
validate their viability. In addition to providing a final assessment, the tools will
support the engineers and designers throughout the project, aiding them in
selecting the right combination of materials and manufacturing technologies,
and making sure that the developments are in-line with the project cost and
environmental targets. In order to extend the analysis to other vehicle parts (to
provide a full vehicle analysis) as well as vehicles of other classes, a “scalability
and transferability” methodology is developed, allowing for the estimating the
lifecycle performance of multiple parts and vehicle classes.
 Extended Target Weighing Approach
As historical data show [2], lightweighting has not been the priority in vehicle
development in the past few decades. Instead, main concerns – at least for the
wholistic performance – so far have been safety and cost. Pressed by the need
for increased sustainability and functionality among others, additional
parameters are coming into consideration, such as lightweighting and
emissions.
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To find a way to satisfy all selected parameters in the best way, a multiparameter optimization methodology has been developed – the ETWA
(Extended Target Weighing Approach). The ETWA is based on Value Engineering
and Target Costing, and the core of the methodology is the “Function-EffortMatrix”. Within the ETWA, new concepts that fulfil the various criteria on a
different level are generated and evaluated. The tool aims to support designers
in the early stage of development of the demonstrators throughout the project
e.g. when assessing the uncertainty accompanied by a new concept idea [8].
 Lightweight Open Innovation Competition
Acknowledging that the project consortium does not necessarily possess all the
knowledge and expertise to develop the optimal lightweighting solution for
each vehicle part, project partners have decided to set up an open inclusive
framework for organisations outside the consortium to propose their material
and manufacturing innovations, and give the chance to the most promising
ones to co-develop their solutions together with ALLIANCE’s OEMs and
suppliers on real-life demonstrators. To achieve this, the LOIC (Lightweight
Open Innovation Competition) is split in three phases: the submission phase,
when organisations can submit their innovations which are evaluated by a jury,
the demonstration/validation phase, where the most promising solutions
(winners) from the previous step work with project partners to tailor their
technologies, apply them (virtually) to one of the demonstrators, and validate
them; and final presentation phase, where the winners present their results at
the LOIC final event, in front of an audience of OEMs, suppliers and researchers.
Apart from sourcing innovative ideas, the LOIC serves as means to lower the
initial barriers for organisations that are interested in entering the European
automotive value chain – by bringing them in contact and allowing them to
collaborate with leading OEMs and suppliers – as well as generating a map of
European innovators in the field of lightweighting.
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Work Performed and Results
The project was initiated in October 2016. The activities up to now have mainly
focused on the conceptual design of the demonstrators, the
development/adaptation of high performing materials, as well as information
gathering and development of the necessary tools to support and evaluate the
project developments [5]. A brief description of the work performed so far, and
up-to-now results is provided per domain below.
Materials
 High strength Q&P steel
Initial Q&P steel casts have been produced and processed into annealed
galvanized strip. The coupons produced by the material have undergone a
variety of coupon level tests as agreed by the project partners. The tests
evaluated basic and advanced mechanical properties, formability, weldability,
as well as in-service aspects such as corrosion, fatigue, and crash properties
according to the requirements for the multiple possible applications. The
material was tested under two conditions, described as paint-baked (PB),
simulating the heat treatment experienced by the body-in-white for the paintbaking process and involves heating the sample up to 170°C for a holding time
for 20 minutes before cooling in air, and as-delivered (AD) which it the initial
material without any treatment. All tests were performed according to existing
standards (whenever available).
In regards with forming behaviour, tensile properties were characterised with
the quasi-static (φ ̇=0.004 1/s) tensile test according to DIN EN ISO 6892-1 with
sample form 2. The material could satisfy the requirements of YS>850MPa and
UTS>1180MPa in both longitudinal and transverse directions. The bending
ability of the material was tested by the standardized three point bending test
after VDA238-100. The bending angle exceeds in average 90° which is of typical
amount for this material class.
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Paint baking leads to a slight increase not only of the bending angle but also of
the scatter. The edge crack sensitivity was determined by the hole-expansion
test according to ISO 16630. The measure is the hole expansion ratio (HER)
which is defined by the increase of the hole diameter related to the original
diameter. Due to the visual judgement of the operator the determined values
can suffer from noticeable scatter. The measured HER values range from 25 to
33%.
In terms of corrosion behaviour, the material underwent testing for internal
hydrogen embrittlement according to SEP1970, for which the material showed
no signs of embrittlement after 96 hours. Testing for external hydrogen
embrittlement, which represents the hydrogen uptake and material response
during in-service conditions was characterised with a stepped loading test. After
24 hours of tensile loading (at 50% of the maximum load) while being immersed
in a charging solution, the tensile load was increased by 5% every hour in a
stepwise manner. The tested samples withheld loading up to 65% loading,
which is a good result for materials of this strength class.
Regarding weldability testing, the resistance spot welding of the DP-K®
850Y1180T-DH was characterised according to SEP-1220 part 2. In
metallographic inspection, the standard weld nuggets are defect-free and the
contact surfaces with the electrodes show no signs of liquid metal
embrittlement. The MAG welding was subjected to MAG tests according to SEP1220, parts 4 and 5. Welding was carried out with Union K56 filler wire under a
82%-Ar / 18%- CO2 atmosphere at a welding speed of approximately 45 cm/min.
The welding process was stable with only very limited splashing. Radiography
indicated single pores and hardness profiles show a slight weakening in the
heat-affected-zone before hardening next to the weld seam. The bond showed
a good transfer of strength with weld failure (1.0mm sheet thickness, 25mm
wide samples) after tensile shear testing at 26.7kN
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 Aluminium
Several aluminium grades were developed to satisfy requirements for high
formability, high strength, and simplification of assembly process (grades
weldable without filler wires). The seven grades developed and tested in the
project belong to the 6xxx and 7xxx families. All grades developed were
characterised for their mechanical and forming behaviour.
Higher elongation, higher FLC, (also better bendability for FusionTM variant)
were observed for the studied grades compared to regular grades used today.
This gives the possibility to manufacture parts with complex geometries,
opening the door to applications which are only possible with steel today. This
also enables manufacturing more complicated parts out of a single metal piece,
reducing component part number, and thus decreasing costs and energy
consumption. High strength materials also offer the potential for downgauging.
Weldability tests for MIG and friction stir welding are currently being
conducted, while further joining tests (riveting, adhesive bonding, hemming,
laser welding) are planned to be performed with the new material grades, and
full characterization of the joints will be carried out. To describe the crash
performance of the aluminium grades, quasi-static, dynamic tensile, quasistatic notched tensile as well as quasi-static shear and bulge tests are
performed, the data of which will then be implemented in a CAE crash
simulator.
Additionally, a concept for joining an aluminium extruded alloy together with a
TP composite was evaluated. Tests evaluated the joining concept before and
after corrosion aging. Results show that before aging all aluminium joints
feature completely cohesive fracture patterns, while all joining strength values
decrease by some 30% after aging most probably due to water uptake effects
in the epoxy adhesive which did not reverse during reconditioning at room
temperature. Failure is improved by mechanical or chemical deoxidizing of the
extruded aluminium alloy.
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Manufacturing
In order to address the manufacturability of the demonstrator designs with the
materials developed in the project, for the target production volumes (100k
vehicles/year), the relevant manufacturing technologies have been developed
and/or adapted.
 Metal forming
In regards with steel, complex yield locus model Barlat 2000 was calibrated and
can be used in material cards for forming simulations, i.e. for LS-Dyna. For
forming simulations with AutoForm corresponding standard material cards but
with the yield model Hill 90 have been provided too. Improved material
modelling using HAH and Yoshida models for spring back prediction in
numerical simulations of Advanced high strength steel have been
accomplished.
With respect to aluminium, an enhanced formability of new 6xxx grades has
been developed, allowing complex design through conventional cold forming
and
without
using
expensive
process
like
warm
forming.
Specific solutions have been investigated to develop a concept (CMS, crash
management system) to tailor mechanical properties of aluminium products by
wall thickness variation and softening.
 Hybrids, metals with plastic reinforcement
Following definition of potential applications for hybrid materials, the
development of technologies has focused on the manufacturing of structural
beams, as well as a hybrid sheet forming process for TP (thermoplastic)
composites in combination with aluminum
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 TP composites manufacturing processes
Several trials with different combinations of TP and GF have been performed,
in order to select the proper material taking into account the processability of
hybrid process, including the analysis of different water feed systems for
combining the IMC and WIT technologies, and relevant factors associated to
the process for an accurate verification of TP hybrid processes. The research
performed sought to satisfy three main goals: weight optimization through a
material hybrid approach (injection compound in combination of hollow
structures and continuous fibre); feasibility of manufacturing considering a
range of raw materials; and improvement of the simulation software and
accuracy. In regards with the first, analysis of flow, GF orientation and raw
material feeder system have been analysed in order to set the best location and
geometry of injection gates for hollow structures. In regards with the raw
materials, the processability of various materials has been assessed to ensure
that they satisfy requirements on flow rates, fibre content, fibre length, etc.
Namely the MFI (Melt Flow Index), HDT (Impact & Head Deflection Test), GF
content, GF length, etc.) are being assessed. In terms of improvement of
simulation models, a characterisation methodology has been adapted bearing
in mind the hybrid process. Tensile curves for non-linear structure modelling
have been created taking into account manufacturing process criteria such us
injection speed or GF orientation. These curves help to capture realistic
anisotropic properties of the plastic material in the structural analysis resulting
from both the injection moulding and water injection processes. In order to
analyse the level of prediction in terms of GF orientation, different
tomographies of raw material injected with different process parameters have
been made. Finally, different modifications in the logarithmic of the software
have been adapting in order to have a more accurate prediction of the fibre
orientation.
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 Joining technologies
Innovative joining trials have been performed with different joining processes
in loops to investigate and develop joining solutions for new material
combinations. Different test joints have been produced, currently under
evaluation from the performance (corrosion, strength, etc...) point of view.
Joining fact sheets have been generated and shared with partners working on
material developments. The joining fact sheets include all relevant aspects such
as equipment cost, consumables, energy consumption, footprint, cycle times,
capacity, maintenance, personnel required, etc., and are being used by the
partners developing the LC assessment.
In regards with specific joining technologies, a methodology for simulation of
the SPR process has been developed, and simulation of SPR joints has been
generated and verified by comparison with coupon tests. A design concept for
adhesives to be used in the rear floor demonstrator has been developed, and
CAE prediction for adhesive strength and creep load was finalized. Materials
testing of test samples has also been completed (shear, peel, fatigue, creep,
after ageing and chemical) and safety margins determined. On-going innovative
joining trials have so far reached results with FEW – both “conventional” and
“stationary shoulder” (which creates colder welding than conventional FEW),
and new MIG (current wave form control). These tests have been carried out
with different material combinations.
Finally, aiming to evaluate the feasibility of the developed manufacturing
technologies with the range of materials, a process compatibility for new
materials and manufacturing technologies has been investigated for some
demo components (door and floor concept assembly).
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Support Tools
 LC cost and environmental analysis
To generate the assessment, a “reference” vehicle with two different
powertrain configurations was defined – to be used as a benchmark – as well
as the boundary conditions (LC distance of 150,000km for ICE and 230,000km
for BEV, both NEDC and WLTC driving cycles). Components of the reference
vehicle were broken down to their mono-material parts, and detailed
information (geometry, materials and manufacturing technologies used,
weight, etc.) were obtained from project partners and literature whenever
available. In parallel, information was gathered regarding the manufacturing
processes (machinery involved, machinery cost, energy consumption, energy
flows, cycle times) employed for the reference and lightweight vehicle. The
collected data were entered into the “lifecycle inventory”, a database that
contains data used to develop LC assessments. In order to perform the
assessment on the full vehicle, the different domains of a vehicle were analysed
independently. The full vehicle was therefore broken down into the major
domains drivetrain, electric/electronics (E/E), chassis and Body-in-White (BiW)
including closures. The lightweighting efforts within ALLIANCE focus on the
chassis and body domain, therefore these domains were analysed in detail.
Lightweight measures in the E/E do not contribute to significant weight
reduction. The material composition of the drivetrain and E/E was analysed in
detail to evaluate the environmental impact. Cost of the drivetrain was derived
from an empirical, performance-related analysis, while cost of E/E was
estimated on the basis of market relevant prices. Using the data collected, a full
LC assessment was carried out for the ICE and BEV configurations of the
reference vehicle for both WLTC and NEDC driving cycles. The EoL phase was
omitted from the cost assessment due to lack of data, that would result in
inaccuracies.
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Calculations of manufacturing phase were performed using part and
manufacturing data; of the use phase using vehicle energy consumption and
driving emissions; and EoL phase considering two different scenarios in which
the recyclability (Rcyc) and recoverability (Rcov) rate was varied.
Results show that from the five domains, the drivetrain is by far the one with
the highest cost, and in the case of BEV it is almost 2.5 higher of that with the
ICE configuration. Similarly, for the environmental analysis, the drivetrain
contributes the most to the GWP of the vehicle, with the BEV version having a
much higher impact than the ICE. This is explained by the higher costs and GWP
associated with the materials and manufacturing of the battery and electric
motor elements. As expected, the BEV version has a higher cost and GWP values
in the manufacturing phase compared to the ICE version. This is compensated
with lower emissions and energy consumption in the use phase. A comparison
between the two configurations shows a break-even point (when the increased
GWP and cost of the manufacturing phase compensates in the use phase) of
42,000km when it comes to GWP, and just above 200,000km when it comes to
cost [6].
Initial assessment of the demonstrators developed in the project has already
been carried out, and partners are working together to validate the results and
calibrate further the LCC and LCA models. To be able to replicate the
assessment of the lightweight demonstrators to other vehicle parts and vehicle
segments, a tool is being developed, building on a commercial package (mass
manager). For the expansion of functionalities, the existing tool was updated to
include BiW sub-assemblies. The component database was expanded to include
component requirements (e.g. material specifications, manufacturing
processes) next to mass and geometry. To allow scaling results from the
detailed LCC and LCA assessment of the demonstrators to other vehicle
components, a regression formula has been employed to compare part mass
and dimensional data from an external database (a2mac1) and develop massdimensional relationships.
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Finally, an additional transferability functionality has been added to the tool to
estimate the impact of transferring a lightweight component’s design and
technology from a “source” to a “candidate” part. Preliminary results show
unrealistic lightweighting potential. This is due to the additional requirements
that need to be defined (e.g. an interior cup holder and a crash-box have very
different requirements), and partners are currently working in defining these
requirements, which will be implemented in the software tool.
 Extended Target Weighing Approach
The existing Target Weighing Approach has been extended in order to balance
mass, costs, and CO2 emissions, depending on the vehicle segment under
consideration. To perform the analysis, the first step is to identify the functions
and efforts of the system under investigation which is done with the aid of the
Contact and Channel Approach (C&C2-A) or with expert knowledge. Both
approaches were tested, and results show that C&C2-A is crucial for the
function analysis if the product developer does not know the functionality of
the system under investigation [7]. Next to the development of the approach,
a training program (including workshops and handouts) was carried out, to
educate ALLIANCE partners and external interested organisations on the
approach.
 Extended Target Weighing Approach
The details of the competition such as evaluation criteria, timing and jury were
defined in the early stages of the project, and the competition was launched in
October 2017. The first – submission – phase took in total five months, during
which a dedicated microsite was set up. Promotion of the LOIC took place
through participation at relevant industry and academic events, as well as
through press releases via relevant and more general communication channels.
Additionally, a webinar was held by ALLIANCE partners, to inform, and answer
questions from interested parties. By the end of the first phase partners
received 22 applications in total.
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Nine applications targeted manufacturing innovations, while 13 materials
innovations. In terms of type of organisations, half of the applications came
from large enterprises, seven from SMEs, two from academia/RTOs, and two
from individuals. In terms of geographical focus, submissions from Europe, Asia
and South America were received, the majority of which was from Europe. After
input from the relevant partners, the jury selected four applications to proceed
to the next phase (F.tech, Imperial College London, Vestaro, Outokumpu) [9].
At the moment the LOIC is in the second – demonstration/validation – phase in
which the selected applicants are working together with the relevant partners
to further develop their solutions, and apply them to the virtual demonstrators
for validation and testing.

Next Steps
The project is now entering its final year, out of a total duration of 36 months.
The main focus from now until the finalisation of the project is the fabrication
of the physical demonstrators and their testing, as well as the finalisation of the
supporting tools, and the environmental and cost assessment of the lightweight
vehicle.
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Abstract
A large fraction of the total number of particles emitted by direct injection
engines are below the adopted 23 nm diameter threshold and although the EU
aims to regulate these emissions and impose limits for new light-duty vehicles,
this is not yet possible due to the absence of accurate and reliable quantification
methods, especially under real driving conditions. The main reason for this is
the lack of adequate knowledge regarding the nature of sub-23 nm particles
from different engine/fuel combinations under different engine operating
conditions. Four research organisations, three particle measurement
instrumentation companies and one automotive OEM have joined forces in the
framework of the EU-funded project SUREAL-23 to overcome such barriers by
introducing novel technology for the measurement of sub-23 nm exhaust
particle concentration, size and composition.
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In this work, we present our latest efforts on advancing particle measurement
technology with the introduction of novel techniques and making more robust
and the exhaust aerosol sample treatment. Specifically, an induced charged
aerosol detector was modified for smaller size and higher temperature particle
detection and a differential mobility analyser was adapted for high-resolution
particle sizing below 23 nm and high-temperature operation. With respect to
sampling/conditioning systems, an advanced dilution system has been
developed equipped with a catalytic stripper designed for low particle losses.
Additionally, a novel approach has been used with a single hot dilution stage
followed by particle measurement systems at higher than the typical
temperatures. The understanding of sub-23 nm emissions has been advanced
by deploying a variety of fuel-flexible engines and particle generators to
produce a wide range of sub-23 nm exhaust particles.

Introduction
Vehicles powered by direct injection engines, both Diesel and Gasoline Direct
Injection (GDI), are considered a primary source of ambient particle related
pollution with impact on climate change (Menon et al., 2002) and severe
adverse effects on public health (Alföldy et al., 2009). In June 2012, WHO
confirmed the toxicity of diesel particulates and classified them as a “group 1:
definitely carcinogenic to human beings” harmful substance. Adverse health
effects from vehicle emissions drove many countries, on both sides of the
Atlantic, to introduce emission limits. In Europe, emission limits were initially
introduced on the basis of emitted particulate mass (Euro 1 to Euro 4).
Numerous studies showed that ultrafine particles, with no significant
contribution to total emitted mass, are more hazardous on a per mass basis to
human health than bigger particles (Ferin et al., 1992) and pushed European
legislative authorities to complement the particle emission limits with a solid
particle number concentration limit, with a particle size cut-off at 23 nm in Euro
5b for Diesel and in Euro 6 for GDI engines. Particle number measurements
necessitate a robust sampling and measurement method that permits
reproducible and comparable experimental results.
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In Europe, this initiative was led by the Particle Measurement Programme
(PMP), which after many years of experimental campaigns and inter-laboratory
data analysis proposed a solid particle number measurement method, also
known as the PMP protocol (Martini et al., 2009). Accordingly, the raw exhaust
is driven to a full flow dilution tunnel utilising a constant volume sampling.
Possible volatile and semi-volatile material that condenses on solid particles or
creates a separate nucleation mode is evaporated in a volatile particle remover
(VPR) and then particle number is measured by a particle number counter
having a size cut-off at 23 nm. The VPR consists of two dilution stages: a first
stage using hot dilution air and a second with cold dilution air while between
these dilution stages an evaporation tube is inserted to bring any already
condensed volatile components back to the gas phase.
Fushimi et al. (2011) report that particles in the 10-30 nm size range, regarding
composition, may be solid (amorphous or graphitised carbon, metals etc) or
liquid (hydrocarbons and sulphur species). According to the insightful review of
Giechaskiel and Martini (2014) on engine exhaust sub-23 nm solid particles, the
GDI-emitted sub-23 nm solid particle fraction is around 40% while for diesel
engines it is 20%. In light of the changing engine technology landscape and the
focus on vehicle emissions, mainly due to evolution in engine and exhaust aftertreatment technology, the need to measure below the currently enforced 23
nm cut-off in particle size is now well established. One of the problems
identified with the standard sampling procedures is the potential formation of
particles in the sub-23 nm region, the so-called artefacts, by pyrolysis of
hydrocarbon-derived precursors and sulfuric acid re-nucleation (Swanson and
Kittelson, 2010). Although the formation mechanism is not entirely understood,
the outcome is the production of spurious particle populations that are not
present in the exhaust gas.
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SUREAL-23 is an EU-funded project that endeavours to investigate in detail the
sub-23 nm solid particles emitted by direct injection engines. Starting from
October 2016, SUREAL-23 is hosting numerous efforts to:







Develop new instrumentation to complement standard PMP and extend
the available analytical toolset, by providing transient particle number (PN)
measurement as well as size and composition classification specifically for
the sub-23 nm size region, while pursuing the reduction/elimination of
requirements for exhaust sample conditioning by applying hightemperature operation instruments.
Provide a simple and robust exhaust aerosol sample treatment with
increased volatile material removal efficiency and minimal particle losses.
Investigate the effect of different diesel and gasoline engine operating
conditions (fuel additives, bio-content, gas fuel addition, after-treatment
type and operation, etc.) on sub-23 nm particle emissions
Integrate the most suitable components of the extended sub-23 nm
measurement toolset proposed developments into Portable Emission
Measurement System (PEMS) and verify their measurement capability in
real driving conditions.

Herein, we present the up-to-date results of the SUREAL-23 project, including
developments in instrumentation, aerosol sampling and conditioning, which
have provided some first conclusions and proposals for future investigations.
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Advanced aerosol measurement technology
The Advanced Half-mini DMA (HM-DMA)
The HM-DMA system is a supercritical Differential Mobility Analyser (DMA),
with a 2 cm working section, initially developed at Yale University and
subsequently improved by SEADM, able to classify aerosol particles in the size
range 1-30 nm with high resolution (Fernandez de la Mora, 2017A) and fast
acquisition frequency (Fernandez de la Mora, 2017B). The working principle
involves particle ionisation by a secondary electro-spray and classification
under the simultaneous action of the well-controlled axial sheath flow and a
strong radial electric field, whereby only the particles of a specific mobility are
transmitted to the DMA outlet. A significant feature of the HM-DMA is that it
can accommodate hot sampling yielding a device capable of operating at
temperatures up to 200°C. By eliminating the need for high sample treatment,
known artefact creation mechanisms are avoided resulting in more reliable
solid particle emission measurements.
The hot operation of the system was evaluated against sub-23 nm particles
generated by a single cylinder, four-stroke, air-cooled and direct injection diesel
engine (Hatz, model 1B30) operating at low load (23%) and fueled with highsulfur diesel (1000ppm S) with addition of 30ml lubricant oil/lt of fuel. Two
different experimental setups were used; a single 10-fold hot dilution stage
followed by the HM-DMA in hot operation mode and a PMP-compliant setup
with a hot dilution stage, a Catalytic Stripper and a cold dilution stage followed
again by the HM-DMA for reference measurements. Figure 1 plots the particle
size distributions measured with the two setups. The excellent agreement
between the two measurements confirms the reliability of the HM-DMA hot
operation mode and indicates the possibility of using a simple setup for solid
particles measurement.
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Figure 1. Sub-23nm engine particles size distribution measured with the HM-DMA in hot
operation using a PMP-compliant setup and a single step hot dilution.

The Advanced Induced Charge Aerosol Detector (ICAD)
The ICAD is a concept derived from the induced current measuring principle
recently developed by FHNW (Fierz et al., 2014) and marketed as the
Automotive Partector by the FHNW spin-off Naneos Particle Solutions GmbH.
The evolved automotive-applicable concept involves the addition of a pulsed
electrostatic precipitator and closely matches the PN measurement response
of the automotive Condensation Particle Counter (CPC) up to 200 nm. The initial
design of the device had a cut-off particle size at 23 nm, to be in accordance
with the EU legislation. For the scope of the SUREAL-23 project, it was necessary
to include the ability to measure smaller particles. Several advances in the
design have enhanced its operating temperature range and lowered the cut-off
size to around 10 nm. Figure 2 plots the counting efficiency of two advanced
ICADs developed in the framework of SUREAL-23. The higher operating
temperature range, currently up to 200°C, will allow the use of a much simpler
sampling and conditioning system, with lower particle losses, especially in the
particle diameter region of 10-23 nm.
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The small size of the instrument, overall robustness along with the nondemanding sampling system, provide a measurement setup suitable for PEMS.

Figure 2. Counting efficiencies of SUREAL-23 advanced ICAD prototypes 2 (black) and 3 (red).

Aerosol sample treatment
Within SUREAL-23, a prototype Sampling and Conditioning Particle System
(SCPS) was designed and constructed by APTL. Aerosol flow first passes through
a hot porous tube diluter and then through a catalytic stripper. A downstream
ejector diluter creates suction which drives the sampling flow and provides a
further dilution. The whole system is fully integrated and flexible in terms of
dilution ratio (DR) and temperature. DR is continuously calculated with a
differential pressure measurement across an orifice. Moreover, DR is adjustable
and varies in the range 30-120. This is particularly useful for accurately
measuring at transient exhaust conditions. Furthermore, the system has been
designed so that pressure fluctuation in the exhaust tube does not significantly
affect the sampling flow and consequently the dilution ratio. To efficiently
remove volatile and semi-volatile compounds without creating artefact
particles, the system integrates an in-house developed Catalytic Stripper that
oxidises volatile compounds.
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DR calculation has shown very good agreement with the CO2 calculated DR (up
to 6% deviation) at steady-state engine points. The results from 20 testing
points, where the engine point and the SCPS porous tube and ejector flows and
thus the DR were altered. The SCPS was also tested for its tetracontane particle
removal efficiency which was higher than 99% for all operating conditions
fulfilling the legislation demands. Moreover, solid particle penetration tests
showed that the cut-off size d50 was at 7.5 nm and goes beyond the current
State-of-the-Art. Figure 3 plots the penetration efficiency against the particle
mobility diameter.

Figure 3. The solid particle penetration efficiency of the prototype Sampling & Conditioning
Particle System (SCPS).
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Conclusions
The objective of our study was to present developments achieved in the EUfunded project SUREAL-23 for the robust measurement of sub-23 nm vehicle
emitted particles. We presented two advanced measurement methods: a HMDMA able to classify exhaust particles with high efficiency in the 1-30 nm size
range at elevated temperatures (~200 °C) and an advanced charge-based
particle counter (ICAD) with a reduced cut-off size at 15 nm and capable of
operation at up to 200 °C. Higher temperature particle instrumentation
expands the scope of exhaust particle characterisation while reducing particle
losses and sample conditioning requirements. Additionally to instrumentation
developments, an integrated exhaust sampling/conditioning system was
developed, incorporating a catalytic stripper. The sampling and conditioning
system fully oxidises tetracontane particles with size 30 nm while the solid
particle penetration cut-off size d50 is 7.5 nm.
SUREAL-23 will proceed with further measurement technology developments
which will be used for extensive characterisation of tail-pipe out particulate
emissions of current and emerging direct injection, internal combustion engine
powered vehicles. The effect of different diesel and gasoline engine operating
conditions will be elucidated and, more specifically, studies will be performed
on the effect of fuel additives, bio-fuel content, gas fuel addition and aftertreatment devices on sub-23 nm particle emissions. Finally, the most suitable
components of the extended sub-23 nm measurement toolset will be
integrated into PEMS and particle emissions under real driving conditions will
be examined.
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Sensorless estimation of real-driving emissions from GPS data :
An innovative approach allowing large scale measurement
campaigns
L. Thibault*, P. Dégeilh, G. Sabiron, L. Voise, K. Thanabalasingam and G. Corde
Control, Signal and System Department, IFP New Energies, Solaize, 69360,
France

Introduction and Objectives
Real-world driving conditions may have a significant impact on pollutant
emissions. So far, real driving emissions knowledge involves installing Portable
Emissions Measurement Systems (PEMS), which are too expensive for largescale measurement campaigns. Pollutant emissions estimation at the fleet level
are usually based on the use of Emissions Factors (EFs). EFs were first developed
in the 1990s to achieve national inventories. They are suitable for macroscopic
estimations but tend to be limited for a microscopic evaluation. The knowledge
of microscopic exhaust emissions, i.e. at the level of small road segments, is a
key challenge. It will allow cities to understand the impact of the road
infrastructure and regulations and it will help to improve microscopic
estimation of the air quality which is now based on the EFs. This paper describes
an innovative coupling of information and communication technology and
physical modelling to estimate real-world exhaust emissions at a microscopic
scale, without adding any sensor to the vehicle. It consists in:


A smartphone application1 to measure GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite
System) speed and altitude profiles of the vehicle during a trip,



A cloud-based simulation software, coupled to the driver’s smartphone,
used to estimate the pollutant emissions, taking into account
characteristics of each vehicle.

1

Interested readers can download the application, named Geco air, for free on the usual
application stores
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Real-world Driving emissions sensitivity to the driver behaviour may be
significant, both for NOx emissions of Diesel engines (Fonseca, Casanova, &
Valdes, 2011) due to the cut of the Exhaust gas recirculation at high load and
for CO emissions of gasoline engines due to power enrichment (Samuel, Austin,
& Morrey, 2002). This trend is especially true with Euro 5 Diesel engines widely
used in Europe without any NOx after-treatment. This is illustrated in Figure 1
which shows the NOx exhaust emissions for several repetitions of the same trip,
with the same vehicle, and different drivers (each bar corresponding to a
driver). It clearly shows that the sensitivity to the driver behaviour can be huge,
and therefore that there is a potential to improve the air quality by helping the
driver to understand and reduce the impact of their driving style.

Figure 1:

Illustration of the driving style impact

Smartphone applications have a high potential for affordable deployment in
large-scale monitoring studies. Thus, they represent a promising solution to
aggregate data of real usages and associated emissions into a large database
respecting privacy: data are recorded anonymously and only the pollutant level
are collected. Smartphone applications offer new opportunities to develop
citizen science project in which non-scientists can meaningfully contribute to
scientific research. The application benefits both to the driver, by giving a direct
feedback of his/her pollutants footprint and personalized advices, and to the
regulator, by providing a dynamic monitoring of real-world pollutants
emissions. The application is free and interesting people download it to
participate to a citizen science project.
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The two main objectives are:
 Encouraging drivers to improve their driving behaviour by offering simple,
practical, and personalized advice.


Raising awareness of the highly polluting nature of some types of journey.
For example, on a short journey, there is not enough time for the aftertreatment system warm-up phase. In these instances, drivers are
encouraged to use other transportation modes.

Once the application is installed, it automatically records the speed and slope
profiles of the vehicle using the smartphone GNSS. It is important to recall that
these recordings are totally anonymous. The simulation software used for
pollutant estimation, with a physical modelling of the vehicle, its engine and its
after-treatment, is too complex for a proper and simple integration on a
smartphone. That is the reason why cloud computing is used instead. To keep
a small amount of data exchanged between the smartphone and the server,
pollutant calculation is made at the end of each trip. To be realistic, the
pollutant models are tuned to the specifications of each vehicle, which are
retrieved solely based on the license plate number, allowing an automatic
tuning of the corresponding models. Indeed with the license plate number it is
possible to know the vehicle identification number and then its major technical
specifications. After each trip, the driver can see on a personal dashboard
his/her emissions and associated driving tips.
The driver is not the only beneficiary of the project. For now, decision-makers
use statistical approaches based on global averages of vehicles speeds to
monitor and forecast pollutant emissions. As will be explained in part II, this
approach greatly miscalculate local reality. Using smartphones as local sensors,
it is possible to go a step further by allowing a representation of the fleet and
its real use on a much finer mesh both spatially and temporally.
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The resulting database could help the stakeholders to understand what the
most critical sources of pollutant emissions are on their territory, by allowing a
wide variety of multi-scale studies, such as:


Examining the suitability of infrastructure and understand the reasons for
local pollutant peaks by a very local analysis.



Improving the forecast of local phenomena (concentration of particles and
nitrogen oxides) thanks to the replacement of average user scenario on a
territory by feedback of in situ data.

State-of-the-Art
For a long time, the environmental impact of vehicles has only been evaluated
by the means of dynamometer emission tests. The data derived from such
testing is not representative of “real-world” driving conditions (Pelkmans &
Debal, 2006). To deal with this issue, Portable Emissions Measurement System
have been developed since the 1990s (Breton, 2000). These systems are
suitable for measurements on a specific vehicle, but not for a large scale
diffusion due to their cost and installation time. A way to measure indirectly real
traffic emissions of vehicles is to use air quality sensors but large scale diffusion
is limited as well and it is then difficult to relate the pollution to its cause.
The state of the art in terms of vehicle emissions models is made up of two large
families, macroscopic and microscopic. It is important to precise that the
models suitable for a large scale emissions estimation must not present
prohibitive computing time or a too large number of required parameters.
Among the macroscopic models, the most widespread approach consider
Emission Factors (EF). Emission factors are average values that relate the
quantities of a pollutant released to the atmosphere to their sources, car driving
in our case. These factors are usually expressed as the mass of pollutant per
kilometre. Such factors facilitate estimation of emissions from various sources
of air pollution. In most cases, these factors are simply averages of all available
data of acceptable quality, and are generally assumed to be representative of
long-term averages for all facilities in the source category.
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The EF can be coupled with real Global Positioning System (GPS) data to
estimate vehicle emissions (Liu, Chen, Y., & Han, 2013). The EF approach only
considers average vehicles and average driving style. They are suitable for
average emissions on long trips but not for real traffic emissions which needs
to take into account the local impact of the infrastructure and of the driving
style. Their major cause of error comes from the impact of the driving style and
slope (Sentoff, Aultman-Hall, & Holmén, 2015). To take into account these
phenomena, it is necessary to use a finer level of model, a microscopic model,
whose input is generally a 1-Hz vehicle speed profile.
Several microscopic models already exist and the most widespread ones are the
Comprehensive Modal Emission Model (CMEM) from University of California
(Scora & Barth, 2006), the Passenger car and Heavy duty Emission Model
(PHEM) from Graz University of Technology (Hausberger, Rodler, Sturm, &
Rexeis, 2003) and the Virginia Tech Microscopic energy and emissions model
(VT-Micro) from Virginia Tech (Rakha, Ahn, & Trani, 2004). CMEM is microscopic
in the sense that it predicts second-by-second tailpipe emissions and fuel
consumption based on different modal operations from in-use vehicle fleet.
One of the most important features of CMEM is that it uses a physical, powerdemand approach based on a parameterized physical approach that breaks
down the entire emission process into components that correspond to the
physical events associated with vehicle operation and emission production. The
model consists of six modules that predict engine power, engine speed, air-tofuel ratio, fuel use, engine-out emissions, and catalyst pass fraction. Vehicle and
operation variables (e.g., speed, acceleration, and road grade) and model
calibrated parameters (e.g., cold start coefficients and an engine friction factor)
are model inputs. While the CMEM model was developed as a power-demand
model, the VT-Micro model was developed as a regression model from
experimentation with numerous polynomial combinations of speed and
acceleration levels. A validation of CMEM and PHEM can be found in the
literature (Rakha, Ahn, & Trani, 2003 and Nam, Gierczak, & Butler, 2003),
showing a good consistency with experimental results.
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These microscopic models are designed for offline studies. They are often
coupled with a traffic simulator such as SUMO or AIMSUN which provide the 1
Hertz speed profile. Unfortunately there is an important gap between simulated
and measured speed profiles and therefore pollutant emissions (Nam, Gierczak,
& Butler, 2003).
The contribution of this paper consists in coupling a microscopic model with
real-world speed profile to estimate on-road pollutant emissions. However it is
not possible to use the existing microscopic models for an automated large
scale deployment because the input parameters of these models are not
available for all vehicles. The modelling approach should be chosen according
to the vehicle data available for each car. This is the major reason why it was
necessary to develop new microscopic models, suited for the real-world
emissions estimation of a large vehicle fleet.

Pollutant Emissions Modelling
A model-based approach has been chosen to estimate instantaneous pollutant
emissions, namely Nitrogen Oxides (NOx), Particulate Matter (PM), Carbon
Monoxide (CO) and Carbon Dioxide (CO2.) from the 1Hz GNSS signal of the user
smartphone. It relies on mathematical equations describing physical
phenomena involved in pollutants formation. A model representative of the
vehicle specificities is built using a library of 0D/1D sub-system models. Each
sub-model takes into account the impact of calibrations (control-unit
strategies), which are essential for real-world emissions modelling. This
approach is described in figure 5.

Figure 2: Global Approach Scheme
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The choice of the most suitable modelling level is a trade-off between precision,
number of input parameters, and computation time. The desired models should
be able to catch the impact of real-world driving conditions and allow to identify
situations where pollutant emissions are particularly high or low. Moreover, the
model has to be well suited to deal with inputs sampled at low rates, typically
1Hz, as provided by GNSS on most smartphones. This critical point has to be
related to physics of pollutant formation which occurs during an engine cycle of
only a few milliseconds typically.
An important remark is that the models are not based on the results of a
standard driving cycle (such as the NEDC) which often fails to represent real onroad conditions. The models integrate realistic engine and aftertreatment
calibrations, which is essential for real-world emissions modelling. The result is
that on-road and on-cycle emissions can be widely different for some pollutants
depending on engine and aftertreatment technologies used.
Vehicle Model
This model relies only on two inputs from the GNSS sensor: vehicle speed and
altitude which are used to compute engine speed and torque. The core of the
model is based on the longitudinal dynamics equations, which can be written
as: m dv  FT  Fres  Fslope  Fbrk , where
dt

is the total weight of the vehicle, the

vehicle speed,
the traction force of the engine,
the resistive force
comprising the frictions,
the gravity force and
the braking force.
can be expressed as a function of the vehicle speed:
= +
+ ²,
where
and are the coast down coefficients depending on the vehicle.
is a function of the vehicle mass and the elevation angle of the road:
=
sin( ). These equations allow to compute the engine traction
force and then the engine power :
=
where

∗

=

∗

+

+

+

∗

is the transmission efficiency.
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At every time step the model calculates the reduction ratio between the wheel
and the engine crankshaft
depending of and :
= ( , ). It
allows to convert the speed and power from the wheel to the engine torque
and speed

at the crankshaft:

=

∗

=

∗

∗

.

Hybrid electric powertrain model
In the case of a hybrid vehicle, the engine power is not directly proportional to
the actual power required to move the vehicle. The power split between the
engine and the electric motor is chosen by a control strategy called the energy
management strategy (EMS). This strategy is modelled in our application to take
into account the effects of hybridization functionalities, namely: pure electric
drive, regenerative braking, and engine operations optimizations.
Engine Model
1) Internal physical quantities model
The first step of this model is to evaluate the internal physical quantities for the
current engine operating point such as flows, temperatures or concentrations.
In a second step, these quantities will then be used to estimate the pollutant
emissions, as well as fuel consumption. These quantities are estimated, based
on the following basic assumptions:







Maximum torque curve and air-path architecture are known for the engine;
Friction Mean Effective Pressure (FMEP) generic law (function of engine
speed);
Constant gross indicated efficiency;
Fuel air equivalence ratio equal to 1 in SI engine (except at high load where
it increases linearly with load), and varying between two values for CI
engine;
EGR (Exhaust gas rate) fraction is known for each point of the engine map.
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These assumptions are combined in an iterative algorithm and applied for each
point of the engine map to determine the Pumping Mean Effective Pressure
(PMEP), to deduce gross Indicated Mean Effective Pressure (IMEP) and fuel
consumption, considering the gross indicated efficiency assumption.
Thus, the iterative process is mainly aimed at computing engine fuel
consumption and PMEP, which requires to compute for each engine operating
point, the air mass flow rate (with equivalence ratio assumption), the exhaust
temperatures (an input for the pollutant models), as well as the different
pressures and temperatures in the air path. The equations used to determine
fuel consumption, total intake mass flow rate, and pressure and temperature
conditions in the air path are detailed in (Alix, Dabadie, & Font) for engines
without EGR.
These equations have been adapted for engines with EGR to improve the
exhaust mass flow rate estimation given to the emission model. Basically, this
adaptation ensures that:
=
∗ (1 −
) with
the exhaust
,
mass flow rate,
the
total
exhaust
mass
flow
rate
coming
from
the
,
cylinders and
the EGR fraction given for the engine operating point.
2) Engine-out emission models
The estimation of engine-out emissions is made using a physical modelling of
the engine using mostly equations from the literature with some adjustments
to the available data. This modelling is based on steady state assumptions (i.e.
assuming stationary operations) for most parameters but transient phenomena
such as the air path settling time, thermal behaviours are included using
dynamic models. As stated before, the detail of these models is not the topic of
the paper. However, to give an idea of the modelling level used, an example is
given for the NOx emissions of a Diesel engine. It is based on a simplification of
a semi-empirical modelling coming from the literature (Gärtner, Hohenberg,
Daudel, & Oelschlegel, 2004). The original model was:
log(

)=

+

∗

+

∗

+

∗
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With
the mass of NOx per mass of fuel,
the centre of combustion
(50% energy conversion, from TDC) and
and
the in-cylinder air and
oxygen mass per stroke and displaced volume and
, , , model
coefficients. This model was reduced in
log(

)=

+

∗

where
is the in-cylinder burnt gas ratio, estimated with the airpath model
taking into account engine calibration and the dynamics of the EGR loop. Once
engine out emissions estimated, it is necessary to model the aftertreatment
impact.
Aftertreatment Model
The developed aftertreatment model library is composed of several submodels,
each of which representing a physical aftertreatment element of the exhaust
line: Diesel Oxidation Catalyst (DOC), Diesel Particulate Filter (DPF), Selective
Catalyst Reduction (SCR), Lean NOx Trap (LNT), Three-Way-Catalyst (TWC) and
PIPE (referring to a thermal model of a simple pipe between two elements).
These elements can be arranged to describe most existing exhaust line
architectures. All the submodels take the physical quantities of gas flow rate,
temperature, gas composition) at the element inlet as an input and compute
the same quantities at the element outlet as an output. Each variable represent
the cross-section-averaged quantity at a given axial location. It is then possible
to describe precisely the evolution of the gas temperature and composition
through the different elements, and to estimate the tail-pipe pollutants. Going
further into details, each element is in fact discretized spatially into several
“slices” to account for the non-uniform axial distribution of the properties
inside the element itself. This approach is fully consistent with classical models
of packed-bed catalysts developed since the 1970s (Depcik & Assanis, 2005).
Indeed, the elongated structure of the gas channels is such that it is fairly
imprecise to represent such elements by simple CSTRs. In particular, several
benefits of this approach make it necessary for our application: it leads to
realistic dynamics of pollutants conversion efficiencies during heat-up phases
(such as start-up and sudden accelerations) and during transient cool down
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phases as well (pedal release, slow driving), which would not be captured by a
simple map-based model. Other noteworthy model features included are
capturing DOC light-off phenomenon, taking into account SCR and LNT control
laws to compute pollutant conversion, handling of the engine shut-off for
conventional vehicles and HEV.

MODEL PARAMETERS TUNING
Input data description
A key issue to build a representative model of a specific vehicle is to know its
technical specifications. It is not possible to ask the driver to fill in all these
complex and numerous specifications on a smartphone application. To solve
this issue, the models are automatically tuned based on the license plate
number of the vehicle. From this unique number, it is possible to get
macroscopic specifications of the vehicle such as engine displacement, maximal
power, vehicle mass, gearbox type, fuel type, aspiration and type of
aftertreatment. The availability and the accuracy of these services vary
depending on the driver location, but such databases exist in most countries.
Vehicle fleet segmentation
It is not possible to model the emission of a specific pollutant for every vehicle
with the same equations. Therefore it has been necessary to divide the cars in
circulation into several categories. Each category corresponds to a given vehicle
type modelled with specific equations. A vehicle type is the combination of an
engine type and a powertrain type. The engine types are obviously different for
Diesel and spark-ignition engines. Engine types depend mainly on:




Air path systems;
Fuel path technologies;
Aftertreatment technologies.

In addition to its engine type, each vehicle is described by a powertrain type
which corresponds to the level of hybridization of the vehicle, from a
conventional vehicle (ICE only) to a plug in hybrid.
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It allows to take into account the impact of regenerative braking, electric
assistance and pure electric drive.
Inside each category, the parameters of the models are tuned specifically
depending on the vehicle specifications obtained with the license plate number.
When one of these physical specifications is missing, it is computed from the
available ones, using physical approaches and heuristic rules inspired from
engine calibration methodologies. This allows to take into account the
specificity of each vehicle.
Experimental validation
Models were validated experimentally using PEMS, engine and roller test beds,
on a representative sample of 28 vehicles from different technologies and
emission standards.
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Table 1: Experimental data used for models validation
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Laboratory test data (here engine and roller test bed) allow to evaluate the
accuracy of each submodel thanks to detailed and precise measurements given
by extra sensors.
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In particular, it allows to evaluate separatly the accuracy of vehicle, engine, and
after-treatment models. PEMS data, which only contain tail-tipe pollutants,
speed and slope profiles are a good complement because they are more
representative of real world conditions. As a consequence, PEMS data are used
to evaluate only the global accuracy of the full model. This validation is essential
to demonstrate that models take correctly into account real-world operations
of the vehicle, and specific behaviours due to different control strategies
between laboratory and real-world testing.
This experimental campaign of RDE tests on eight Euro 5 and 6 Diesel vehicles
showed a mean precision of the models on the cumulative values of 92% for
CO2 and 82% for NOx. The details per vehicle are given in Figure 3. It is
interesting to focus on the case of the vehicle 24 and 25 which have equivalent
technical main specifications (figure 4 and Table 2) and are compared on the
same itinerary (87 km RDE test). By considering different levels of efficiency of
the aftertreament systems due to specific strategies, models successfully catch
the specific behaviour of each vehicle and the associated exhaust emissions,
varying from 60 mg/km to around 400mg/km for NOx emissions. It shows that
the models are able to represent the wide range of behaviours of recent Diesel
vehicles in real-world situation.

Figure 3: Estimated vs.
PEMS measured NOx and
CO2 emissions on 8 Euro
5-6 Diesel vehicles

In addition to being able to estimate cumulative emissions over the entire trip,
the models are used to determine the instantaneous emissions at 1 Hz.
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Comparison with Emission factors on real-world driving profiles
For now the estimation of exhaust emissions of large scale fleet is mainly made
using emission factors. Air quality models are based on emission factors for the
contribution of traffic (Vardoulakis, Fisher, Pericleous, & Gonzalez-Flesca,
2003). This can be limited to achieve modelling at a microscopic scale. Today a
lot of dispersion models claim resolution below ten meters but still use emission
factors as inputs. If emission factors are quite precise at a macroscopic scale,
they lead to significant errors at the scale of a road link. This is illustrated in
figure 4 which compares the contribution of this paper, microscopic modelling
with measurements made with PEMS and COPERT Emissions Factors (EFs) for a
Euro 6 Diesel vehicle with a SCR after-treatment. The comparison was made on
road testing, in terms of instantaneous NOx and CO2 emissions. On the two last
figures, the exhaust emissions have been aggregated on road segment of 400
meters length. EFs have been computed using the measured average speed on
each segment.
The first interesting fact is that NOx emissions can increase significantly during
specific driving events such as strong acceleration or slope. The model,
contribution of this paper, is able to catch this sensitivity whereas emissions
factors, which are only based on the average speed are not. The estimation of
CO2 and NOx emissions demonstrates a good precision level and reproduces the
significant events responsible for pollutant emissions, while EF only give a single
mean value throughout the trip. In addition to the microscopic resolution, the
microscopic models allows to take into account the impact of real-world driving
behaviour, accelerations and slopes. It is interesting to note that even in extraurban conditions where the vehicle speed is quite constant, EFs can lead to
significant
errors
due
to
the
impact
of
the
slope.
Furthermore, the contribution allows to take into account more precisely the
impact of the vehicle and its control strategy. This is a key issue for modern
Diesel vehicles because of the great variability of their pollutant emissions
(Franco, Sánchez, German, & Mock, 2014).
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Both tested vehicles are Diesel, Euro 6 2.0L with an SCR (details given in table
2) and have therefore the same emissions factors. However their NOx emissions
are significantly different, due to different control strategies. Those strategies
are taken into account by the model.

Figure 4: Comparison of the microscopic emission model (“Contribution”) with measurements
(“PEMS”), and emission factors (“EF”) for on-road tests
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Table 2:

Vehicle specifications

Vehicle A

Vehicle B

Engine Type

Diesel

Diesel

Classification

Euro 6

Euro 6

Engine Displacement

2000cc

2000cc

Engine Power

150cv

150cv

Vehicle Mass

1430kg

1417kg

Aftertreatment

DOC+DPF+SCR

DOC+DPF+SCR

A new tool to give a feedback on real-world emissions
The application has been launched in the beginning of 2017 and there are
15000 active users and more than 22 million kilometres travelled. The recorded
1Hz real-world driving profiles offer new opportunities to study real-world
emissions. The purpose of this section is to show the potential of what can be
achieved with this database with two examples.
Identifying real-world driver best practices
As mentioned in introduction and illustrated by Figure 11, the level of emissions
is highly dependent of the driver behaviour. The objective of the smartphone
application is to collect data from real-world about this different behaviour, in
order to analyse good and bad practices, quantify the part of the pollutant
emissions that could by avoid by a better driving style and finally give
personalized advices to reach this “green” driving style.
What is a “green” driving style?
Thanks to the database of real-world driving profiles, it is possible to analyse
the drivers behaviour and identify the best practices. One of the major criterion
of a “green” driving style is to limit the power demand, which is generally
achieved by a good anticipation and soft accelerations.
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Some drivers demonstrated very low emissions levels by a very contained
power demand, i.e. a quite low Vehicle Specific Power (VSP) during all their
trips. Figure 5 presents an example of two drivers using the same car,
respectively mainly on city and extra-urban areas. It represents 1Hz operating
points of the engine during their 45 last trips. Both of them are on the best
driver list, and these figures show how they limit the high power demands
(more than 20 kW/t) that are mainly causing emissions. Further analyses are
on-going on the real-world driving database to identify specific good and bad
practices associated to specific situations or locations.

45 trips, mainly city conditions
45 trips, mainly extra-urban area
Figure 4: 1Hz operating points (Engine speed, torque and VSP) and NOx sensitivity

a. 45 trips, mainly city conditions
b. 45 trips, mainly extra-urban area
Figure 5: 1Hz operating points (Engine speed, torque and VSP) and NOx sensitivity
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Identifying critical areas in terms of pollutant emissions
By aggregating pollutant acquisitions, a real-world emissions database is
created to identify high pollutant emissions zones. Since the release of the
application, 20M kilometres of real-world driving have already been recorded
and it is already possible to give the first dynamic emissions maps as illustrated
in Figure 6 for the city of Lyon in France.

Figure 6: Map of Lyon (France) with aggregated exhaust emissions (NOx).

This valuable database allows to analyse finely the infrastructure impact on
local pollution. Indeed, one can extract high emission roads and find a logical
explanation such as important slopes, highway entrance, change in speed
limitations in order to give feedback to urban planning actors.
A methodology was designed in order to process the large amount of data
already available on the database:
1) The area and time window of interest are selected (multi-scale capabilities:
street, city, region, country, world).
2) All trips of this area have to be fed to the vehicle model in order to process
1Hz pollutant emissions. This step is the corner stone of the micropollutant-estimation framework.
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3) Depending on the expected outcome, the modelled vehicle can be either,
the actual vehicle used for each of the recordings, a different one or a mix
of several vehicle representative of a given car fleet.
4) A map matching algorithm is applied in order to aggregate all
measurements on road segments. The length of a road segment is selected
according to the expected input of the study with a minimal value of ten
meters.
5) Once each measurement is attached to a single road segment, a statistical
analysis is performed to estimate the average emission profile on this
segment for each vehicle studied. Depending on the objective of the study,
if the number of measurements is not sufficient, a model can be used to
estimate speed profiles from existing Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
data.
6) Once again, depending on the expected outcome of the study, the average
emissions of each vehicle of the study on each road segment can be
multiplied by the corresponding vehicle flow to represent actual traffic and
diminish spatial sampling related issues (small road segment with
numerous measurements vs. large road with fewer recordings).
7) The result is a map of exhaust emissions of a given fleet with a microscopic
resolution. This map takes into account all the factors influencing real world
emissions, namely congestion, road slopes, driving style, traffic signs…
Two examples are given below that correspond to an acceleration zone on the
highway for the first one and a positive slope area on an highway with constant
speed for the latter.
One can see that drivers already on the highway (green and red curves at
90km/h) do not generate NOx emission peak while driving at constant speed
meanwhile all other drivers entering the highway and accelerating from 40 to
100 km/h generate a very high NOx peak with high repeatability.
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Figure 7: Velocity and NOx profiles of all trips recorded on a road segment (lat/long
45.7197/4.936) corresponding to a highway acceleration area.

Assessment of the real-world efficiency of driving restrictions
As presented in the last section, the large scale recording of real-world driving
profiles gives a feedback on the impact of the infrastructure on exhaust
emissions. With the same approach, it is also possible to assess the real-world
impact of driving restrictions, such as speed limits reduction, partial driving
restriction and alternate-day travel. Real-world impact of such restrictions on
driving conditions (measuring congestion) and exhaust emissions can thus be
studied. By simulating the exhaust emissions of different car fleets, it is also
possible to assess the impact of the fleet renewal.

Conclusion
Coupling real-world velocity profiles with microscopic exhaust models offers
new tools to improve the knowledge of on-road pollutant emissions for a large
vehicle fleet. A device, as common as a smartphone, can be turned into a virtual
remote sensor of exhaust emissions. On one hand, it gives drivers the
opportunity of a direct feedback on the pollutant footprint of their own mobility
and personalized tips to reduce it.
On the other hand, it allows a large citizen science campaign to assess and
reduce real-world exhaust emissions. Indeed, each trip recorded with the
application is anonymously aggregated to build a large database of real-world
driving conditions with instantaneous emissions.
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Since the beginning of the study, 22 million kilometres of 1Hz driving profiles
have been recorded with the associated GNSS coordinates. This database
allows cities to identify and explain the most critical areas in terms of exhaust
emissions. It is important to highlight the fact that most approaches presented
in this paper can be used independently from the smartphone application and
its database. A first interesting example consists in coupling the exhaust
emissions models with data provided by Geographic Information Systems (GIS),
which are available all around the world. Another ongoing extension of this
work consists in using the microscopic emissions models to feed an atmospheric
dispersion model in order to enhance Emissions Factors and achieve
microscopic air quality modelling.
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Attacks to the new connected vehicle: radio-frequency and
vehicle internal network
Víctor Jiménez García, Samuel Expósito, Ph.D. Mario Reyes de los Mozos,
Fundació Eurecat, Barcelona, Spain

Summary
The connected vehicle is already a reality and its penetration rate will enhance
exponentially in the next years. Wireless communications will allow the car of
the future to interact with other objects in its environment (infrastructures and
other vehicles), as well as benefit from the different services that will be
emerging in the automotive and mobility sector. The complexity of
communication networks, the large number of connected objects, the
processing power and decision-making capacity of vehicles, as well as the high
number of actors that will be related to the connected car, increase significantly
the number and types of attack surfaces. Besides that, it's well known that
connected ECUs open the possibility to remote access the vehicle internal
network. This paper shows results of three examples of the weakness of a
current connected car, specifically in relation to electronic control components
(ECU), communications architecture and protocol (CAN) and radio frequency
communication.

Introduction
Cybersecurity for computers has been treated and discussed for a long time,
and a considerable number of guidelines, standards and tools have been
generated. On the other hand, in recent years, cybersecurity for non-computers
(such industrial, transportation, utility, home appliances, and others) has
become a serious social concern, mainly because a problem of cybersecurity
directly affects the safety of people. The automobile industry is not exempt
from problems of cybersecurity.
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We must consider that the vehicle is not an isolated object, it is part of the socalled Internet of Things, where it requires
tight integration of computing, communication, and control technologies to
achieve stability, performance, reliability, robustness, and efficiency. The
autonomous, connected and collaborative car is part of this new model of
transport system, which may be called Intelligent Transport System (ITS). With
the introduction of ITS, new challenges must address the automotive industry,
challenges that Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) domain are
dealing for a long time: privacy, availability, integrity, authenticity,
confidentiality, and accountability. We must not forget that the car of the future
will be one of the priorities for criminal acts using common techniques in ICT,
as Ransomware, APT (Advanced Persistent Threats) and so on.
In the previous edition of FORM Forum (2016) we introduced the procedure for
evaluating the resilience of a connected car where we described the procedure
for an intrusion test on the connected car, where a critical cyber-attack on a
modern vehicle usually requires three stages: access to the internal network of
the vehicle, communication with other ECUs, and access to the ECU that allows
the attacker to perform the desired action.
In this work we have classified the attack surfaces into 4 domains: ECUs,
Communication (in-vehicle network), Architecture and Extended Vehicle
(external networks), showing the process of exploitation in three specific cases.
In the process of exploiting these systems, we first perform a vulnerability
analysis that allows us to detect the weakest points of each of them. We will
then use the most appropriate tools to exploit the vulnerabilities found and
analyse the real impact that an attack would cause.
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Figure 1. Attack surfaces.

Electronic Components
The first of the experiments carried out focuses on electronic components
(ECU), with the aim of analysing and validating their resilience to attacks.
Following the complete process of analysis, detection, definition and attack,
relevant information has been obtained that compromises the driver's privacy
and can be a target for malicious and fraudulent actions.

Figure 2. JTAG configuration.
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The first phase of an ECU analysis focuses on identifying the architecture,
detecting each of the modules and their functionality. This process is carried
out manually, by visual inspection, detecting 3 types of modules: power, ECU
microcontrollers and car interfaces and telematic functions. We proceed in the
same way (visual inspection) to detect the connections, where our objective is
JTAG connections, that can allow us to access the memory of the ECU (Figur).
Thanks to JTAG we have access to RAM and Flash memory, but it is not feasible
to have full access on a continuous manner. The next step we performed was
to try to disable the protection mechanisms implemented in the TCU. Once the
protection mechanisms are deactivated, we get full access to the NOR Flash.
The information we may have access to is very relevant, and can be used as a
means to carry out a remote attack or fraudulent action: OS libraries code,
application code, calibration data, SMS numbers, server URL's, VIN, ECU Id, GPS
position, City address, phone numbers, certificates and privacy key, remote reflash functions, Wi-Fi functions, etc.
The experiment described shows the weaknesses and vulnerabilities of the
current TCU of a connected car on the road. The information that has been
obtained is of high relevance for a hacker who plans to make an attack
addressed to a particular user, but also if she/he wants to perform an attack
against the provider of the services offered through the Internet, since it has
the URLs of the servers, as well as the certificates and private keys, providing an
access to their servers.

Internal Communication Networks
The second of the experiments, which focuses on CAN architecture and
protocol, aims to show the existing risk in the current vehicle fleet, showing how
the lack of security features of the protocol may provoke accidents. Specifically,
we show the loss of control of the vehicle, launching it at an unexpected speed
(and high).
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The set of ECUs aimed at addressing safety-critical aspects (impact on the
physical safety of people) of the vehicle are transmitted via the CAN bus, and
therefore the bus must be robust to both faults and malicious actions. This
problem has not been resolved, although initiatives are already beginning to
emerge in this direction. With the arrival of technological advances that provide
connectivity to the vehicle, the lack of security mechanisms in the CAN protocol
has a direct impact on the physical security of the vehicle and people. The CAN
bus is exposed to several threats: confidentiality, integrity, authentication,
availability, non-repudiation.
We test the lack of security of the CAN protocol, especially when dealing with a
malfunction, and the recovery of the service. If the CAN protocol shows
unexpected behaviour, the affected ECUs may activate their reset process,
returning the ECU to an initial state of recovery. In our case, we act on the CAN
protocol through the OBD connector, manipulating a certain configuration
parameter, forcing a reset to the affected ECUs. During the time of anomalous
behaviour of the CAN protocol we accelerate the car (by pressing the
accelerator pedal), without any effect, the car does not accelerate or generate
any response. We stop pressing the accelerator pedal, and re-establish the
correct CAN protocol configuration parameters. At that precise moment, the
car accelerates abruptly, at an uncontrolled speed.
The results obtained demonstrate the lack of security of the CAN protocol
(internal communication of the critical elements of the car), which can lead to
an accident if the configuration parameters are manipulated remotely and
when the car is in motion.

External Communication Networks
Finally, in this third case of vulnerability analysis of the connected car we focus
on the RKE (Remote Keyless Entry). The RKE operates at different frequencies
depending on the vehicle and the geographical area, as well as in different
modulation modes. In Europe, the most commonly used frequency for keyfobs
is usually 433 MHz.
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But there may be other models that have another frequency like 315 MHz. The
frequency modulation can be either ASK or FSK. For the tested cars there is the
FSK modulation. Note that to decode the car remote control signal we need to
know the frequency, the modulation, the frequency deviation if FSK, the baud
rate, and perhaps the synchronization value.
Once we have all the information (frequency and modulation type), we proceed
to capture and replicate the signal for a keyfob that does not have a rollcode.
That is, the signal transmitted does not change, the same token is always used
to open or close the doors.
Usually this step works on older cars, and allows us to open the door of a car
without the need to have the key fob, allowing access to the vehicle for their
manipulation.
The next step is to implement a
volution of the work done by Samy
Kamkar in order to access the vehicle
without forcing the lock (Rolljam
Attack). We are focused on the
capture and analysis of radio
frequency signals (HackRF and Yard
Figure 3. HackRF & Yard Stick One
Stick One hardware have been used
for this type of attack). To carry out the rolljam attack it is necessary to perform
a jamming attack on the vehicle's receiver, so when the victim tries to open the
car by pressing the key button, it will not work but we will record this signal.
Seconds later the victim presses the door opening button again, the transmitted
signal begins to be recorded and the previous recorded signal is sent. So, the
victim can open the car and does not suspect that the attacker has a valid code
to be used next time. So we get a valid key code to open the car doors.
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The final experiment carried out in relation to the RKE consists of analysing the
resilience or robustness of the rollcode 2 for a determined car model. In order
to perform this analysis it is necessary to decode the various signals that are
transmitted each time the open/close button is pressed.
In order to decode the packets of a transmitted signal, the following data must
be known: frequency, modulation, frequency deviation, baud rate and bit
encoding. The signal is decoded and digitized, in order to be processed and
analyzed by GNURadio or Eurecat's own software.
The analysis shows that the rollcode is composed of:




an initial preamble to the code,
synchronisation values,
door opening code or door lock code

allowing to create at any time the necessary code for opening or closing doors.
This experiment illustrates the weaknesses in wireless communication in the
connected car. The ability to digitize communications and process them with
software increases the possibilities of unauthorized access to the connected
car.

Conclusions
The automobile industry is not exempt from problems of cybersecurity. For a
long time, with the introduction of a large number of electronic components,
vehicles have large security risks. The risks and threats to which is exposed the
current vehicle are mainly due to the fact that are parked in places with easy
access and because in the process of designing and manufacturing designers
have not taken into account an appropriate design to cope with vulnerabilities
of the vehicle which can be exploited by an attacker.

2 The rollcode is a secret, one-time-use code that is transmitted each time a vehicle key's
unlock button is pressed.
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Besides illegally manipulated vehicles threaten drivers and passengers lifes, and
in the worst case, they can provoke big damage and losses. In this paper we
show three examples of the weakness of a current connected car, specifically
in relation to electronic control components (ECU), communications
architecture and protocol (CAN), and radio frequency communication. The
impact of each of these attacks is different, affecting the privacy of individuals,
the physical security of individuals, as well as the theft or manipulation of the
vehicle.
The three examples included in this paper allow us to define a set of procedures
and tools to assess a vehicle's resilience to attacks. In such a way, it would be
feasible to develop a system for evaluating and managing the risk of a vehicle,
determining the real impact in relation to safety, security, privacy, fraud, theft,
etc. Likewise, these tools would be of great value to automobile manufacturers,
allowing them to introduce the necessary countermeasures for vehicle
protection.
Manufacturers need to know how security breaches could affect the car safety
and, indeed, the passengers on it. However, this is a reactive response to the
problem, requiring a proactive attitude, taking into account safety aspects from
the outset. It is necessary to apply methodologies such as Security-by-design,
Resilience-by-design, and Privacy-by-design during the design and production
process of the connected vehicle.
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Looking forward seeing you next time at the EARPA Spring Meetings,
5th and 6th March 2019

European Automotive Research Partners Association
https://www.earpa.eu
https://www.earpa.eu/earpa/formforum
inge.rehorst@earpa.eu
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